1/ The Greatest Showman
Thriller, Drama / 2017 / Dir. Michael Gracey

Step right up... and into the spellbinding imagination of a man who set out to reveal that life itself can be the most thrilling show of all. Inspired by the legend and ambitions of America’s original pop-culture impresario, P.T. Barnum, comes an inspirational rags-to-riches tale of a brash dreamer who rose from nothing to prove that anything you can envision is possible and that everyone, no matter how invisible, has a stupendous story worthy of a world-class spectacle.

Starring: Hugh Jackman, Michelle Williams, Zac Efron
Runtime: 105 min.

2/ I, Tonya
Drama / 2017 / Dir. Craig Gillespie

Based on the unbelievable, but true events, I, TONYA is a darkly comedic tale of American figure skater, Tonya Harding, and one of the most sensational scandals in sports history. Though Harding was the first American woman to complete a triple axel in competition, her legacy was forever defined by her association with an infamous, ill-conceived, and even more poorly executed attack on fellow Olympic competitor Nancy Kerrigan.

Starring: Margot Robbie, Sebastian Stan, Allison Janney |
Runtime: 120 min.

3/ The Florida Project
Drama / 2017 / Dir. Sean Baker

Set over one summer, the film follows the story of a precocious 6-year-old named Moonee as she courts mischief and adventure with her ragtag playmates and bonds with her rebellious but caring mother, all while living in the shadows of Disney World.

Starring: Brooklynn Prince, Bria Vinaite, Willem Dafoe
Runtime: 111 min.

4/ Father Figures
Comedy / 2017 / Dir. Lawrence Sher

Father Figures focuses on two brothers whose eccentric mother raised them to believe their father died when they were young. When they discovered this to be a lie, they set out to find their real father, learning more about their mother than they probably ever wanted to know.

Starring: Owen Wilson, Ed Helms, Glenn Close
Runtime: 113 min.
5/ Victoria & Abdul
Drama, Historical / 2017 / Dir. Stephen Frears

The extraordinary true story of the amazing and unlikely friendship between Queen Victoria and a young clerk, Abdul Karim, who becomes her teacher, her spiritual advisor, and her devoted friend. The unprecedented and unlikely relationship causes a battle royale within the royal household, pitting the Queen against court and family.

Starring: Judi Dench, Ali Fazal, Tim Pigott-Smith
Runtime: 11 min.

6/ Jungle
Action, Adventure / 2017 / Dir. Greg McLean

A true story of survival against all odds, based on the international best-selling memoir by Yossi Ghinsberg. Young Israeli Yossi Ghinsberg leaves a safe future behind to chase an improbable dream in the mysterious depths of the Amazon rain forest. For a year he journeys on the path well-traveled and is joined by two new fellow adventurers. When they meet a darkly charismatic guide and follow him into the jungle, their dream trip turns into a harrowing psychological test of friendship, faith and fortitude.

Starring: Daniel Radcliffe, Thomas Kretschmann, Alex Russell
Runtime: 115 min.

7/ Brad's Status
Comedy / 2017 / Dir. Mike White

Despite a good career and happy family, Brad is obsessed with the better fortunes of his old friends from school. While escorting his son on an East Coast tour of colleges, Brad is forced to confront these old acquaintances and his feelings of failure – with hilarious and poignant results.

Starring: Ben Stiller, Austin Abrams, Jenna Fischer
Runtime: 102 min.

8/ Killing Gunther
Action, Comedy / 2017 / Dir. Taran Killam

Schwarzenegger portrays the titular Gunther, the world’s greatest (and most arrogant) hit man. After the assassin community tires of his antics, a group of eccentric killers from across the globe come together to set the perfect trap. Their master plan quickly turns into a series of embarrassing fails as Gunther always appears one step ahead.

Starring: Taran Killam, Dave ’Squatch’ Ward, Bobby Moynihan
Runtime: 92 min.

9/ The Insult
Thriller, Drama / 2017 / Dir. Ziad Doueiri

In modern Beirut, an insult blown out of proportions finds Toni, a Lebanese Christian, and Yasser, a Palestinian refugee, in court. From secret wounds to traumatic revelations, the media circus surrounding the case puts Lebanon through a social explosion, forcing Toni and Yasser to reconsider their lives and prejudices.

Starring: Adel Karam, Kamel El Basha, Camille Salameh
Runtime: 112 min.

Film must be destroyed not later than April 2019